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Abstract 
The keynote provides an overview on the field of research data produced by PhD students, in the 
context of open science, open access to research results, e-Science and the handling of electronic 
theses and dissertations. The keynote includes recent empirical results and recommendations for 
good practice and further research. In particular, the paper is based on an assessment of 864 print 
and electronic dissertations in sciences, social sciences and humanities from the Universities of Lille 
(France) and Ljubljana (Slovenia), submitted between 1987 and 2015, and on a survey on data 
management with 270 scientists in social sciences and humanities of the University of Lille 3. 
The keynote starts with an introduction into data-driven science, data life cycle and data publishing. 
It then moves on to research data management by PhD students, their practice, their needs and their 
willingness to disseminate and share their data. After this qualitative analysis of information 
behaviour, we present the results of a quantitative assessment of research data produced and 
submitted with dissertations Special attention is paid to the size of the research data in appendices, 
to their presentation and link to the text, to their sources and typology, and to their potential for 
further research. The discussion puts the focus on legal aspects (database protection, intellectual 
property, privacy, third-party rights) and other barriers to data sharing, reuse and dissemination 
through open access. 
Another part adds insight into the potential handling of these data, in the framework of the French 
and Slovenian dissertation infrastructures. What could be done to valorise these data in a centralized 
system for electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs)? The topics are formats, metadata (including 
attribution of unique identifiers), submission/deposit, long-term preservation and dissemination. 
This part will also draw on experiences from other campuses and make use of results from surveys 
on data management at the Universities of Berlin and Lille. 
The conclusion provides some recommendations for the assistance and advice to PhD students in 
managing and depositing their research data, and also for further research. 
Our study will be helpful for academic libraries to develop assistance and advice for PhD students in 
managing their research data, in collaboration with the research structures and the graduate schools. 
Moreover, it should be helpful to prepare and select research data for long-term preservation, curate 
research data in open repositories and design data repositories. 
The French part of paper is part of an ongoing research project at the University of Lille 3 (France) in 
the field of digital humanities and research data, conducted with scientists and academic librarians. 
Its preliminary results have been presented at a conference on research data in February 2015 at 
Lille, at the 8th Conference on Grey Literature and Repositories at Prague in October 2015 and 
published in the Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication. The Slovenian research 
results have not been published before. 
Keywords Open science, open data, open access, institutional repository, data repository, research 
data, research data management, electronic theses and dissertations 
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1.Data-driven science 
Scientific results are increasingly disseminated as digital datasets. “Data are becoming an important 
end product of scholarship, complementing the traditional role of publications” (Borgman et al. 
2007). Data are not only the fuel of the digital economy1 but also of science and engineering.  
Five years ago, the European Commission met the challenge and defined the main strategy for the 
development of an ambitious scientific data policy in the European Research Area. This strategy 
includes a framework for a collaborative data infrastructure, additional funding, measuring and 
rewarding data value and training of experts2. The need to manage the “data deluge”, is among the 
main drivers of computationally intensive science or e-Science, “the powerful paradigm in which 
distributed computer and knowledge systems, and information and communication technologies are 
integrated to provide services to enable large-scale and collaborative sciences and engineering” 
(Wang & Liu 2009). Mathematical modelling, numerical analysis and visualization techniques are part 
of this new way of doing science (figure 1).  
 
Figure 1 : Illustration of e-Science (by KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm3) 
 
E-Science affects all disciplines and research domains, even if some of them, such as life sciences or 
engineering, are more data-driven than, for instance, arts and humanities. But differences between 
different disciplines are diminishing and data is important for all of them, as research is based on it.    
More than twenty years ago, academic publishing left the Gutenberg era and went digital. The digital 
revolution was the condition to enter the world of the “4th paradigm” of science where e-
                                                          
1 Cf. the French Secretary of State for Digital Affairs Axelle Lemaire opening Big Data Paris 2015 
http://www.digitalforallnow.com/en/big-data-paris-2015-fuel-of-the-digital-economy/  
2 EU High Level Expert Group on Scientific Data, 2010. Riding the wave. How Europe can gain from 
the rising tide of scientific data. European Union, Brussels. http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-
infrastructure/docs/hlg-sdi-report.pdf  
3 https://www.kth.se/en/forskning/forskningsplattformar/ict/forskning/e-vetenskap-1.323973  
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infrastructures enable “data-intensive scientific discovery” through data mining and integration of 
theories, simulations and experiments (Hey et al. 2009). Scientific information has become a 
continuum between publication and data. Linking data to documents is crucial for the 
interconnection of scientific knowledge. One can imagine this inclusion of datasets and other 
materials as the “perfecting of the traditional scientific paper genre (...) where the paper becomes a 
window for the scientist to not only actively understand a scientific result, but also reproduce it or 
extend it” (Lynch 2009). The possibility to reproduce research outcomes, i.e. the ability of an entire 
experiment or study to be duplicated, has always been the basis of science and scientific research. 
Today, the availability of the research data contribute to this necessary reproducibility. At the same 
time, it may prevent plagiarism, fraud and falsification of data. 
But what exactly is research data? What does it mean? There is no clear or unique definition of the 
term. Following the US OMB Circular 1104, research data can be considered as “the recorded factual 
material commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings.” 
The international directory for research data repositories re3data5 distinguishes between fourteen 
different types of data (archived data, audio-visual data, configuration data, databases, images, 
network-based data, plain text, raw data, scientific and statistical data formats, software 
applications, source code, standard office documents, structured graphics, and structured text) but 
admits that there are other categories in the nearly 1,400 indexed repositories.  
Large research projects, laboratories and technical apparatus produce what is commonly called “big 
data”, i.e. research data characterized by their important volumes, their availability in real time 
(velocity) and their large variety (Laney 2001). Yet e-Science is not only “big data”. The concept 
applies also to data output from individual scientists, smaller projects and research teams especially 
but not exclusively in social sciences and humanities. These data, defined as reusable research 
results, collected, observed, or created for purposes of analysis to produce original research results 
(University of Edinburg, cited by Burnham 2013), are produced in a large variety of formats, sources 
and types.  
2.Data life cycle 
Research data are part of the dynamic process of scientific research and discovery. In a very 
schematic and simplistic manner, two different functions of data can be distinguished in the research 
process:  
• Data as material (input): at an early stage of the research process, data are collected and 
analysed from different sources and in different ways and formats, as material for 
exploration and hypothesis testing. 
• Data as results (output): other data are produced during the whole process and at the end, 
together with publications, as research results. 
The original raw or “input” data often are transformed and processed into derived products (metrics, 
graphics etc.). At the same time, research data, especially as research results (output) follow their 
own dynamic that can be described as a data life-cycle (figure 2). 
                                                          
44 https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a110/  
5 http://www.re3data.org/  
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Figure 2: Data life-cycle (by Lancaster University Library6) 
 
We will not describe the whole life-cycle in detail, because of its complexity7 and its great variability. 
“Although there may be significant differences in the individual stages, the life cycle is assumed to 
encompass the experimental design and capture, cleaning/integration, analysis, publication, and 
preservation processes, which occur in an iterative fashion” (Kowalczyk & Shankar 2011, p.251). We 
will just highlight two specific aspects: 
• Data integration: Data integration means the process by which “disparate types of data (…) 
are identified and stored in a manner that facilitates novel associations among the data” 
(Bult 2002). This is more than preservation and sharing and goes beyond the capacities of 
most data repositories. 
• Evaluation: Research data, as a part of the scientific “output” and together with publications, 
become increasingly involved in research assessment procedures, as for instance in the 
research portal of the King’s College of London which integrates a current research 
information system and an institutional repository with published and unpublished results, 
including datasets8. 
Partly, research data management reflects the selection criteria of funding agencies and other 
scientific structures, with mandatory data management plans, long-term preservation guarantees 
and data sharing in open access. 
Description and preservation of digital objects are part of the work of traditional academic libraries. 
For this reason, they generally consider research data curation and management as a new challenge, 
a kind of new frontier for the development of their campus services (Neuroth et al. 2013). It is 
generally seen as a culture challenge to the whole profession, due to the lack of the skills and 
attitudes acquired and needed to cope with it (Cox et al, 2014).  They contribute to the assessment of 
                                                          
6 http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/library/rdm/plan/data-lifecycle/  
7 See for instance the much more detailed model of the JISC Digital Curation Centre, presented by 
Higgins (2008). 
8 https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/en/  
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data management practices and needs (Simukovic et al. 2014) and to the development and 
evaluation of data repositories (Pampel et al. 2013, Lynch 2014). 
3.Data and/or publications 
As said above, e-Science consists mainly of data and not of literature or documents (Hey & Trefethen 
2005). The digital revolution deconstructed the unity of the text, eroding the notion of a monolithic 
'document' in the hypertext paradigm and disintegrating the article in several distinct elements. At 
the same time and partly due to fragmentation, authors and publishers growingly enrich the article 
with new contents and features, such as multimedia, collaborative tools and data (Cassella & Calvi 
2010). Some even predict that publications, as traditional vectors for scientific communication will 
disappear in favour of a direct communication between machines, at least in some specific research 
fields: “In the age of genomic-sized datasets, the biomedical literature is increasingly archaic as a 
form of transmission of scientific knowledge for computers” (Blake & Bult 2006). This may seem a 
little bit too futuristic, especially in the context of social sciences, arts and humanities where 
publications so far preserve their central role for the transmission of knowledge. 
Until now, data were part of publications as support for argumentation and hypothesis testing or for 
illustrative purpose. In digital scholarship, new publication formats integrate data that can be 
updated, enriched, extracted, shared, aggregated and manipulated (McMahon 2010). Publications 
become live documents. The “next generation journal” will be enhanced and interactive, with video 
reference material, multimedia interactive graphs, links to datasets etc., making the article “more 
desirable for readers and more effective with regard to acquisition of the information” (Siegel et al. 
2010, p.28). Publications become windows on research results.  
 
 
Figure 3: Diagram of an Automated Integrated Article and Data Publishing Workflow (Dataverse Project, 
Harvard University9) 
 
                                                          
9 http://datascience.iq.harvard.edu/blog/bridge-publishing-words-publishing-data  
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However, as figure 3 illustrates, other links are possible between data and publications. Perhaps the 
“data deluge” will not substitute academic publishing. Although we can be sure that it will change 
the way how academic publishing is today. At least three different ways can be distinguished in 
which documents contribute to data production and e-Science. 
• Document as data: Documents, such as conventional articles, ETD, reports and conference 
abstracts or proceedings are exploited as primary data source for text mining, automatic 
extraction of meaningful information, intelligence etc. “Scientific journals will increasingly 
use standardized language and document structures in research publications” (Morris et al. 
2005). The same remark applies to grey literature, including theses and dissertations10 (see 
Murray-Rust 2007).  
• Data vehicle: Enhanced publications or companion versions of published articles can serve as 
data carrier or database for content-dependent cross-querying of literature. For example, 
enriched articles can contain ‘lively’ and interactive content such as “interactive figures, 
semantic lenses revealing numerical data beneath graphs, pop-ups providing excerpts from 
cited papers relevant to the textual citation contexts (or) re-orderable reference lists” 
(Shotton 2012). Supplementary information files are available from the journal Web site, 
and/or the figures and tables containing research data within the article are available for 
download. Yet, their format does not necessarily allow or facilitate liberal reuse and 
exploitation. 
• Gateway to data: Increasingly publications contain links to research data, either in the text or 
as part of the metadata. The reader (user) of the document can access the underlying 
research results but the data are not integrated into the document and both – data and 
document – can be used and reused separately. The full research datasets are published in a 
permanent archive or repository, with a unique identifier, with an open access data license 
or public domain dedication, and with sufficient descriptive metadata to enable their re-
interpretation and reuse. This link can also be established when connecting a bibliographic 
database with a data repository, as INIS does with the Fukushima data archive (Savic 2015). 
These different ways to link data and publications are represented in the STM data publication 
pyramid (figure 4). At the base line, raw data are just exploited for the publication of research results 
but neither cited nor connected. They remain hidden, even if they may be made available to other 
scientists and/or peer reviewers, on demand. 
                                                          
10 In the following, we will use the term dissertation to designate the written contribution to obtain a 
PhD degree.  
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At the top level of the pyramid, data are published together with the article (or report, dissertation 
etc.). The third level, well-structured and documented databases and data collections foster a new 
vector of data publishing, i.e. so-called data journals, peer-reviewed journals for the publication of 
articles (data papers) on original datasets and collections11. 
 
Figure 4: Data publication pyramid (from Reilly et al. 201112) 
 
One part of these data is freely available, especially on servers that meet the criteria of open access. 
However, the access to many other research data is restricted or impossible. Savage & Vickers (2009) 
complain that the accessibility and the potential of datasets for reuse are often neither optimal nor 
effective, because of failing standards, metadata, identifiers or services. As for documents, 
availability and openness of data is not a simple on/off concept but a continuum between more or 
less open and restricted solutions ranging from the simple availability on the web of data on the 
lower end of the scale to data dissemination in non-proprietary formats and open standards as 
optimal openness.  
4.The challenge of ETDs 
While academic publishers make usage of new technologies to enrich the content and functionalities 
of their online products, universities can seize the opportunity of the supplementary files submitted 
together with electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs). Data sharing, long-term data storage and 
enrichment of dissertations by summary videos or data files were major topics of the 2015 USETDA 
conference at Austin, Texas, and the 2016 International Conference on Electronic Theses and 
Dissertation will be mainly about data and dissertations.13 
Significant part of academic grey literature (Schöpfel & Farace 2010), produced and published by 
universities, dissertations are documents submitted in support of candidature for a PhD or doctorate 
degree presenting an author's research and findings (Juznic 2010). Theses and dissertations are “the 
most useful kinds of invisible scholarship and the most invisible kinds of useful scholarship” (Suber 
                                                          
11 See for instance the list on the FOSTER website https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/foster-
taxonomy/open-data-journals  
12 Figure from https://www.elsevier.com/connect/can-data-be-peer-reviewed  
13 http://etd2016.sciencesconf.org/  
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2012). However, more and more dissertations are available in open access through institutional 
repositories (Sengupta 2014), i.e. open archives “serving the interests of faculty – researchers and 
teachers - by collecting their intellectual outputs for long-term access, preservation and 
management” (Carr et al., 2008). The typical life-cycle of ETDs today includes institutional 
repositories as main vector of dissemination (figure 5). In November 2015, the international directory 
OpenDOAR listed more than 1,500 institutional repositories with electronic theses and dissertations 
(60%). The academic search engine BASE provides more than 3.9 million ETD via the OAI-PMH 
protocol. “At many institutions ETD are simply the lowest hanging fruit and new submission batches 
can generally be counted on each semester” (McDowell 2007). The European DART-Europe portal14 
gives access to more than 600,000 open access research ETD from 586 Universities in 28 European 
countries while the new international search engine “Global ETD Search” by NDLTD15 references 4.3 
million theses and dissertations. 
 
Figure 5: Life-cycle management of ETDs (Educopia project16) 
 
PhD dissertations contain the results of at least three years of scientific work. It is the result of 
cooperative work, between the PhD student and his tutor in the first place, but more generally, 
accomplished within a laboratory, a research team or an institute, school or company. These results 
may be presented as tables, graphs etc. in the paper or as additional material (annex). In the past, 
print dissertations have regularly been submitted together with supplementary material, in various 
formats and on different supports (print annex, punched card, floppy disk, audiotape, slide, CD-
ROM…). Today, such material is submitted and processed as “complex content objects” (Schultz et al. 
2014) together with the text files or as supplementary files in various formats, depending on 
disciplines, research fields and methods. If disseminated via open repositories, these research results 
could become a rich source of research results and datasets, for reuse and other exploitation. Thus, 
research results produced by PhD students could contribute to e-Science. However, there are three 
barriers.  
                                                          
14 http://www.dart-europe.eu/  
15 http://search.ndltd.org/  
16 http://educopia.org/research/electronic-theses-and-dissertations 
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• First, dissertations must be freely available in open access, deposited in institutional or other 
repositories and disseminated with sufficient user rights to allow re-use. However, up to now 
a significant portion of the digital dissertations are not online, not open, not freely available 
but embargoed or under restricted access (Schöpfel et al. 2015a).  
• The second barrier is the fact that research data related to PhD dissertations are largely 
“dark data”, i.e. “data that is not easily found by potential users (…) unpublished data (and) 
research findings and raw data that lie behind published works which are also difficult or 
impossible to access as time progresses” (Heidorn 2008, pp.281 and 285).  
• Dissertations are a most important part of the scientific community, despite various critiques 
of both the romantic notion of authorship and the epistemological assumptions that form 
traditional notions of independent scientific and scholarly research. This makes it hard to 
define “authorship” regarding data produced with dissertations. 
When this material is submitted as a kind of data appendix, the dissertation becomes a “data 
vehicle”, where data are published together with the dissertation or as a part of it. Sometimes the 
data are available on a distant server and without the text of the dissertation, transforming the 
dissertation in a “gateway to data”. Yet, too often the data are simply not available; or data, 
methodology, tools, primary sources are mingled, not indexed, badly described, and unrelated with 
the text, unconnected with other files.   
Often, dissertations will be somewhere “in-between” with some data integrated in the text (tables, 
graphs, illustrations) and others published as annex. One example among thousands: a dissertation in 
archaeology from Slovenia contains plenty of photographs, maps and tables and has an annex with 
an excavation map, the results of chemical equations and a comprehensive description of analysed 
bodies. Beside this annex there is another volume with almost 300 pages of photographs from the 
excavations, drawings of the objects and their descriptions. This could be a perfect example for reuse 
of this comprehensive data if the data would exist in digital form, especially with the suitable 
searchable platform. Even so, text and data mining would be necessary to identify and exploit all this 
information, and the dissertation is at the same time “data vehicle” and primary data. 
 
Figure 6: ETD as data, data vehicles and gateway to data 
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Obviously, ETDs can contribute to e-Science as primary data source, they contain (potentially) 
interactive content, and they are linked to datasets and research results (figure 6). But linking does 
not necessarily mean providing access. Supplementary material from ETD does not often even meet 
the criteria of simple availability on the web with an open licence, for different reasons, including 
dissemination under copyright or with more restrictive licences. This material continues to challenge 
the academic library. Research results, methodology, tools, primary sources are mingled, often not 
indexed, badly described, unrelated with the text, non-connected with other files, and virtually 
unavailable. In an academic environment that claims open access not only to scientific publications 
but also to research results, this situation is not satisfying. 
5.Empirical evidence on data and dissertations 
Up to now, there is very few empirical evidence and insight in the field of research data and other 
content related to dissertations, and only a small number of research projects and innovative 
workflows have been documented so far. Two exceptions are the Dataverse pilote project at the 
Emory University (Doty et al. 2015) and the ongoing research project ETDplus on preservation and 
curation of ETD research data and complex digital objects, funded by the Educopia Institute.17 In the 
following we present some empirical results from surveys conducted by the Universities of Lille 3 and 
Ljubljana. 
5.1.Research data management: practice and needs 
In a survey on research data management and sharing in social sciences and humanities at the 
University of Lille 3 (Prost & Schöpfel 2015), PhD students represented 33% of the whole sample of 
270 scientists. Compared to professors, senior lecturers etc., they have less experience with data 
management. They all store their data on the hard disks of their personal computers, sometimes also 
on a computer at the research laboratory or department, with back-ups on an external device like 
hard drive, USB flash drive or DVD, and sometimes even in the cloud (Dropbox). This is more or less 
personal knowledge management, good enough for personal research work and small projects but 
not compatible with larger research projects, such as the European H2020 programme. Also, they do 
not delegate this management. The Lille PhD students are not really different compared to other 
universities, as other survey results show - many PhD students are interested in data management 
and to some extent in support of sharing at least some data but have little or no experience at all. 
These results are compliant with a German survey with 117 PhD students of different disciplines 
(STM and SS&H) at the University of Humboldt, Berlin (Kindling 2013). 
Our survey on research data at the University of Lille 3 confirms that PhD students have less 
experience with data sharing, which is not surprising as they are at the very beginning of their 
scientific career. More than other scientists, they often simply do not know options and 
opportunities for the deposit and sharing of their research results. Yet, 30% of them declare that 
other persons of their research team have access to their own data. This is a basic way of data 
sharing, not on the Internet but on their computers or via flash drives, Dropbox, the University 
Intranet etc. Also, they are more interested in reuse of data from other researchers than other 
categories. 
Nearly one third (28%) of the students do not want to make their data available in the future or at 
least hesitate, which is the same part as for other scholars and researchers. Yet, they show a 
significantly higher motivation to deposit their research results in a data repository (63% compared 
to 43%), even in a local repository (laboratory, department) while the other scientists clearly prefer 
                                                          
17 https://educopia.org/research/grants/etdplus  
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international and domain-specific sites. When asked which kind of service they would need, they ask 
for technical advice and help for data management plans for the publishing of their results. More 
than the elder staff, they also ask for assistance in ethical and legal issues. As a matter of fact, privacy 
issues and third party copyright are two serious legal problems that need awareness. 
5.2.Research data in dissertations: a French-Slovenian survey 
Following a first survey on 283 dissertations from the University of Lille 3 between November 2014 
and January 2015 (Prost et al. 2015), we analysed two other, complementary samples: 
• ETDs in the fields of social sciences and humanities from the Universities of Lille 1, 2 and 3. 
• Dissertations in the fields of social sciences and humanities from the University of Ljubljana. 
The survey is based on a German research project at the Humboldt University at Berlin (Simukovic et 
al. 2014). The methodological approach has been described by Prost et al. (2015). Altogether, the 
sample contains 780 digital and print dissertations from more than 15 different disciplines (figure 7). 
 
 
Figure 7: Scientific disciplines of the survey sample (N=780 dissertations) 
 
The sample consisted of 353 digital dissertations (45%) and 427 print dissertations (55%), from 1987 
to 2015. In our sample, Psychology, History, Foreign Languages and Literature (English and American, 
Spanish, Slavonic, Hebrew…), Philosophy and Economics were the most represented disciplines, 
followed by Education, Management, Geography and History of Arts.  
All dissertations have been analysed either in digital or print format or on microform. Each 
dissertation has been checked by at least one of the authors, either in the library holdings (print or 
microform) or on the institutional repository server. We tried in particular to identify research data 
added to the end of the dissertation. In our sample of 780 dissertations, 522 contain one or more 
appendices with some kind of research data (67%). The length of these appendices varies widely, 
from one to 829 pages, with a median of 37 pages, and totalling more than 45,000 pages (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Size of data appendices (in pages, N=522 dissertations) 
 
Even if each appendix holds some kind of research data, this does not mean that one can find 
research results (data) stricto sensu on all pages. Some pages contain empty questionnaires or survey 
forms, experimental procedures, bibliographies etc. which cannot be considered as data. 
5.3.Disciplines 
In the first Lille survey, the distribution of disciplines per dissertation with appendices was more or 
less the same than for the overall sample, with a significant linear determination coefficient R2 
between both variables of .91 (Prost et al. 2015). The differences were not significant – in some 
domains such as Psychology, Philosophy and Linguistics, we found fewer dissertations with data 
appendices than the average (67%); in others there were relatively more (Information Sciences, 
History of Art). In Education and in Archaeology and Egyptology, all dissertations of the sample 
contained some form of data appendices.  
Yet, in the larger sample the differences between disciplines are elsewhere (Figure 8). Some 
disciplines “produce” rather large appendices, with an average number of pages above the mean of 
the whole sample, such as History, Education and Foreign Languages, while others most often 
contain shorter appendices (Sociology, Law, Political Sciences…). 
5.4.Support, presentation and format 
In France, all files of digital PhD dissertations should be deposited with the text, and the French 
national computer centre for Higher Education (CINES) maintains a list of accepted file formats for 
long term preservation. However, there is no control of this deposit, if really all files with data and 
other material have been deposited or not. Also, nearly all files are in PDF (image or text), and other 
formats are very rare. In the French sample, only one dissertation has been submitted with audio-
visual files in audio and video file formats on CD-ROM. 
The French and Slovenian official guidelines for PhD dissertations do not specify how to structure or 
present an appendix. Some dissertations have poor or no table of contents for their appendices, like 
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a dissertation in History with a table of content for the text volume but not for the two volumes that 
contain rich material, including 1,581 figures and images. 
As mentioned above, 45% of our samples are electronic dissertations. Compared to the print 
dissertations, they contain slightly more appendices (Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: Link between text and appendices (in %, N=780) 
 
Also, electronic dissertations often do not separate text and appendices but glue them together into 
the same file (62%), worse than the presentation of appendices in print dissertation (49%). Here the 
dissertations are not gateways to data but play the role of data vehicles, yet with data that are more 
or less useless or rather, not really reusable because of the format and missing structure. 
Nevertheless, some dissertations demonstrate a real effort of data management and curation by the 
PhD student. For instance, a French dissertation in Egyptology on late Egyptian steles  contains an 
exhaustive inventory of those steles on CD-ROM with indexing of geographical origin, general 
characteristics, specific particularities and dating, together with the transcription of the inscription 
and a justificatory supporting the provenance of the stele. The PhD student also delivers a user 
manual for the navigation in the database. Two examples from Slovenia: a dissertation in 
archaeology (Early Iron Age) provides short guidelines for the use of the annex which encompasses 
more than 50% of the dissertation; in a dissertation in history of arts, the annex is on a CD-ROM 
together with an installation file for the software needed to open the content files. 
Another French dissertation in Linguistics presents a diachronic analysis of the vocabulary from 49 
political speeches and 10 manifestos, pamphlets and articles, with a lexical analyser software 
(Wmatrix corpus analysis and comparison tool). The appendix contains the complete list of all words 
with their frequency of usage ranking. 
Dissertations in History, especially for studies on historical social groups, sometimes contain detailed 
and well-structured biographical information, presented like a database. One example for this 
“prosopographical” approach at the University of Lille 3: a dissertation on the Renaissance elite of 
the old Flemish town of Douai with biographical records of 423 aldermen, with structured 
information about, among others, place and date of birth, date of death, mandate period, noble 
titles and occupation. 
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5.5.Research data sources 
The PhD students used a great variety of sources for their scientific work, with four major data 
sources, i.e. surveys, text samples (corpora), experiments (observations) and archives (Figure 10). 
 
Figure 10: Data sources per dissertation (N=780) 
 
Other less exploited sources are inventories, Internet sources, photographs and images, databases, 
timelines and videos. The distribution of data sources is to some extent specific for each discipline.  
 
Figure 11: Data sources and disciplines (N=780) 
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Here are some examples of heavily used sources: 
• History: archives, text samples 
• Psychology: surveys, experiments 
• Philosophy: text samples 
• Foreign Languages and Literature: text samples 
• Information and Communication Sciences: surveys, text samples, Internet 
• History of Art: inventories 
• Linguistics: text samples, surveys 
• Archaeology and Egyptology: inventories, photographs 
However, the situation is more complex, and Figure 11 reveals as well specific data-profiles for each 
discipline as disciplinary profiles for each data source: inventories for instance are typical for 
archaeology and history of arts, experiments and observations are specific for psychology, economics 
and geography, and so on. These are typical research data sources for the social sciences and 
humanities. Compared to the Berlin survey, other data sources like simulations, statistics, reference 
data or log files (usage data) are unusual or missing. For instance, many PhD students from the 
Humboldt University reported that they made use of measurement series, statistical analyses and 
spectra (Kindling 2013) – except for the statistics, we did not find such data sources in our SS&H 
sample. 
5.6.Typology of research data 
Which are the research data produced by the PhD students and present in the appendices? Our 
evaluation reveals several different and heterogeneous data types (Figure 12). 
Figure 12: Data types, per dissertation (N=780) 
 
However, two types of data are significantly more produced in these dissertations, i.e. text samples 
and tables (spreadsheets). Other data are produced in form of images, drawings, graphs and figures, 
while statistics, maps, photographs, databases and timelines (chronologies) are also part of the data 
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appendices but less often. We found only one dissertation with audio-visual media (interviews) and 
no dissertation at all with geolocation data.  
Again, as for the data sources, there are some discipline-specific data type profiles (Figure 13). In 
some disciplines, one or two data types are predominant. This is the case in Philosophy and Language 
Science where text samples represent more than half of the data. Other disciplines are characterized 
by a wider number of different research data. Some examples (in brackets, the percentage of this 
data type for all data appendices in this discipline) :  
• History: ten different data types, including text (74%), tables (50%) and images (44%). 
• Information and Communication Sciences:  ten different data types, including text (71%) and 
tables (43%). 
• Archaeology and Egyptology: nine different data types, including images (73%), maps (60%), 
text (50%) and photographs (37%). 
• Psychology: eight different data types, including tables (71%), statistics (60%) and text (53%). 
• Economics: six different data types, including text (84%), tables (72%) and graphs (37%). 
 
Figure 13: Data types and disciplines (N=780) 
 
The research data are very different. Some examples: a great number of images and photographs on 
the religious life in the French town of Etaples from the beginnings to 2000, statistics on prisons and 
prisoners in Northern France during the French Third Republic, the mapped tours and comments of 
children in a dissertation on two exhibitions, or a large corpus of old documents and archaeologic 
findings for the reconstruction of the organisation of banquets in Anglo-Saxon England. In another 
Slovenian example from history the annex contains on 400 pages a comprehensive list of short 
bibliographies from priests living in Carniola during the second half of the 18th century.  
Some data types are present in all or nearly all disciplines, like text samples, tables, images or graphs 
– an observation which confirms the Berlin results where texts, tables (spreadsheets) and databases 
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were dominant. Others, in particular inventories or audio-visual material, are at least in our sample 
specific for one or two disciplines. We compared print dissertations and e-dissertations and 
performed a chi-squared test but found no significant differences neither for research data sources 
nor for data types (on .05 level). Obviously, these differences are more related to disciplinary 
methodologies than to support. 
5.7.The special case of ETDs in engineering sciences18 
In order to learn more about research data in dissertations, in particular in the field of applied 
sciences, another study was conducted on 86 ETDs deposited in the institutional repository DRUGG19 
of the Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering of the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia (UL FGG). The 
repository was established in 2011, it is listed in the OpenDOAR and ROAR directories and compliant 
with the OpenAIRE infrastructure criteria (Koler-Povh et al. 2014). In September 2015, it contained 
2,625 items, mostly Diploma theses (2,180) and Master theses (125) (Koler-Povh & Lisec 2015). 86 
dissertations of 100 doctoral dissertations in civil engineering published between 2008–2014 were 
included in the survey on research data.  
At UL FGG all dissertations since 2008 have been archived in print and digital version. All print and 
electronic versions are identical both in terms of content and layout. In the field of civil engineering, 
all dissertations contain some kind of research data. Together, we found 18,981 datasets in 86 
analysed dissertations. Usually these data are integrated in the content, i.e. they are part of the text 
(the dissertation as the raw data source). Further, in 28 dissertations (33%), some data are published 
at the end of the dissertation, as a separate and distinct part of the dissertation. When submitted in 
digital format, the data are published in a single data file, in PDF or JPEG or, especially for large 
datasets, compressed in a ZIP file, as requested by the IR DRUGG's editorial board. We found 247 
different data files for these 28 dissertations. All files have their own metadata. 
 
Figure 14: Data types in the DRUGG repository (civil engineering, N=86) 
Most datasets published in the dissertations are equations (n=9286), which appear in 76% of all 
dissertations (66), with a high number in 14 dissertations. There are two dissertations with 424 and 
400 equations each. In the former, the number of figures is also high (n=120), in the latter the 
number of other types of appendices is low, i.e. below 50 for all types.  
                                                          
18 Study conducted by Teja Koler Povh 
19 http://drugg.fgg.uni-lj.si  
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There are two more dissertations with more than 300 equations and five with more than 200. 
Equations are always the most frequent type of datasets. We conclude that in civil engineering 
equations are the most used type of appendices. 
Compared to equations, we found less images, even though they are present in all dissertations. 29 
dissertations (34%) contain a high number of this type of data. Following UL FGG's guidelines (Koler-
Povh and Turk, 2011), “figure” is a broader term, which includes graphs, pictures, figures, schemes, 
notes, windows, plans, and charts. Nevertheless, some students use the term “figure” only for 
schemes, pictures, and photos. In one dissertation the photos are separated from figures. Nine 
students distinguish between figures and graphs. In the doctoral dissertations from UL FGG, figures 
are the most frequently used type of appendices; one dissertation contains 252 figures, 11 others 
published 100 or more figures each. Sometimes figures from other author(s) and sources are used. 
The counting of such figures is not the same for all dissertations. Two dissertations count imported, 
i.e. adopted figures, separately from (author's) figures. More dissertations present the adopted 
figures by stating the source in the legend of the figure, but they do not list them separately in an 
index of imported figures. 
There is also the problem of classifying maps, sometimes they are photos (e.g. satellite photos), 
sometimes they are maps, many times they are an appendix to the dissertation due to the high paper 
format. 
In 35 dissertations two types of appendices are presented in a similar frequency, for 15 of them the 
similarity is high (the difference in the frequency is lower than 25%). In the whole sample of 86 
dissertations, these 15 present 17%. We can conclude that the number of single type of appendices 
is regulated by authors on purpose. 
6.Potential re-use of research data in dissertations 
All these datasets are important to understand a dissertation’s framework, methodology and results. 
They are helpful for the evaluation of the author’s interpretations and conclusions, and they provide 
raw material useful to verify and validate the overall research. Moreover, many, if not all data could 
also be of real value for further research. These data could be used to create image databases, digital 
maps collections or digital libraries with manuscripts, archival material and other text samples open 
for text mining tools. Results from experiments and surveys could be published in a way that allows 
for reuse, data mining and automatic meta-analysis on different datasets. Research results could thus 
become new data sources and generate further research. However, this potential reuse requires data 
management and curation to remain accessible and interpretable over time, including metadata and 
long-term preservation (Neuroth et al. 2013). For young scientists and PhD students, learning how to 
design and implement a data management plan (DMP) is even more important in so far as more and 
more funding bodies evaluate the existence and quality of DMPs in research project proposals. Our 
empirical data do not tell us if the PhD students conducted a data management plan. But only few 
dissertations demonstrate a real effort of data management and curation.  
Our study reveals at least three barriers to open data: 
• Incomplete, inadequate or missing description of the whole datasets and/or individual data. 
In some dissertations, especially in History, History of Art and Archaeology, inventories, 
photographs, maps etc. are well described and indexed. But these are exceptions and often 
descriptions are simply missing. This problem includes, too, the lack of citability when 
datasets are not correctly identified.  
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• Missing organisation. Research data are presented without any structuration or organisation, 
often together with other, not reusable material in a kind of information mash-up not 
suitable for further research.  
• Inadequate format. In print copies, this means that data are not clearly separated from the 
dissertation text. In electronic dissertations, this means that data and text are glued together 
in a PDF file instead of being separated and published in adequate file formats (spreadsheets, 
image files, text files, database formats, XML…).  
Other problems are related to the choice of media, e.g. compact disc, DVD, online server, USB flash 
drive... For instance, the dissertation on Egyptian steles inform about an online database with 
restricted access but does not provide login and password. For some retro-digitized dissertations, the 
online version does not include the data appendix submitted together with the print version. 
All these problems make it difficult to find a dissertation’s underlying data. The dissertation itself 
functions more like a kind of barrier instead as a gateway. Without metadata, without identifiers and 
referencing, it is virtually impossible to find these data otherwise than reading the dissertation. Lack 
of searchability is a direct consequence of missing data management and curation. 
And they make it difficult if not impossible, too, to exploit these data with tools of text and data 
mining. Text and data mining tools need great volumes of open data, and hidden data in text or 
protected data files are not really useful for this purpose.  
7.Legal aspects 
Applying copyright to dissertations is already rather complicated (Schöpfel & Lipinski 2012). And 
regarding the sharing of research data, “the law makes all of this far more complicated than it need 
be. For those seeking to pick and choose which reuses of another’s data may be permitted by law, 
regrettably, the answers (…) are more context dependent than many would like” (Carroll 2015). The 
legal environment of data and other supplementary materials is not the same as for ETD (see 
Murray-Rust 2008). Both must be considered independently, even if related and interconnected. 
Non-adapted licensing or (over) protection by copyright can be legal barriers to their deposit, 
dissemination and reuse. Linking datasets to the copyright protection of ETD creates a potential 
conflict with open data policy.  
The European Commission and several national governments promote the dissemination of datasets 
under the minimalist open licence, limited to the attribution of authorship (CC-BY). On the other side, 
authors and service providers of ETD often adopt a more restrictive sharing policies that prohibit 
modifications and for-profit use, apply the full protection of the intellectual property law or limit the 
dissemination to campus-wide access (Schöpfel & Prost 2013). This is too restrictive to realize the 
potential for reuse of data and to be in conformity with the wish of the European Commission to 
make it “a general rule that all documents made accessible by public sector bodies can be re-used for 
any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, unless protected by third party copyright.”   
Some content may be protected by privacy or confidentiality concerns, for instance personal 
(human) data and sensitive or strategic information, including professional secrecy. Other research 
results may be subject to specific sui generis database property rights, and sometimes open access 
policy may be in conflict with legitimate interests (publishing for scientific career) and fear of 
plagiarism. In any case, author and institution must reconsider the legal condition of the deposit and 
dissemination of datasets and other material, but they should do so applying a policy of open data 
allowing for a maximum of reuse and exploitation. Unlike ETD, datasets should not only be free (in 
terms of the open access movement) but also “libre”, i.e. reusable. 
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In our survey, at least two legal problems are related to the deposit and dissemination of research 
results in dissertations: 
• Privacy issues. Some appendices contain personal data, about living or dead people, 
historical persons or unknown (anonymous) people. These may be survey data, experiments, 
interviews, biographies etc. In so far as the information allows identifying individual persons, 
at least with regards to the French law they need special processing and careful handling. 
• Third party copyright. Some dissertations contain material that is protected by copyright and 
cannot be reproduced or disseminated without authorization, even by fair use or copyright 
exceptions (short citation, research…). These may be text samples, maps, photographs, 
copies from books etc. – material not created by the PhD student him/herself.  
Sometimes, the authorship of the research data remains uncertain. These problems should be 
addressed as a part of doctoral education on data management, well ahead of decisions on 
preservation and dissemination. Because “restrictions in the use of research data directly affect 
research data curation (they) must (…) be taken into account right from the beginning (in matters 
such as policies, technology, etc.)” (Neuroth et al. 2013). Legal requirements, metadata, back and 
front office of research data handling have to be considered as a whole, interconnected, and 
interdependent. Important are two aspects: document and data must be distinguished and 
separated, intellectually, logically and physically; and the whole approach must be designed in a 
framework of open data, open access and open science. 
Last but not least, open access to digital dissertations and data can be helpful to prevent plagiarism, 
as a specific form of academic integrity breaches. There was always some concern that plagiarism 
might occur easier and more often, if dissertations are in open access and freely accessible. On the 
other hand, open access makes it also easier to detect plagiarism, even if some forms of plagiarism 
are not easy to detect by anti-plagiarism software. Here, open access to data can be helpful when 
both, content (text) and supplementary data files are considered as a compound dissertation. The 
originality of PhD should be also proven by open access datasets especially in the cases when these 
data were collected by the author and are not part of some collective research project, which is 
usually the case in social science and humanities. This can be a good way to prevent or deter possible 
falsification of data.    
8.ETD processing and workflows 
The data publication workflows should be incorporated to dissertation submission process (Vompras 
& Schirrwagen 2015). But should dissertations and related datasets be processed together or 
separately? Should they be disseminated on the same or on different repositories? Should they be 
preserved on the same or on different servers? How should they be linked? 
The Educopia Institute’s Guidance Documents for Lifecycle Management of ETDs (Schultz et al. 2014) 
suggests the separation of the dissertation text files and the related “complex content objects” 
whenever possible. “Embedding multimedia components within the full text might seem 
advantageous in that they would then be inseparable. However, when the time comes that it is 
necessary to migrate either the full text itself or one of the multimedia components, having separate 
files would greatly simplify matters” (p.5-9). Metadata and persistent identifiers like handle, PURL, 
ARK or DOI are supposed to provide the “glue” that binds together the text, multimedia and data 
files. Preservation-worthy research data (survey data, measurements, laboratory notebooks, 
measured spectra etc.) might be stored as part of an “ETD package” or, after transformation into 
archival files, in a separate data repository, and “links to the data repository from the ETD metadata 
would then enable researchers to access these research data in the future” (p5-11). 
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The Dataverse ETD pilot program at Emory, Atlanta, is similar to this approach (Doty et al. 2015). In 
the Emory workflow, dissertation and research data are deposited separately, and while the 
dissertation is stored and disseminated on a publication (or document) server, the PhD student is 
invited to submit the research data to an appropriate disciplinary data repository or, if not available, 
to the Dataverse pilot. The Emory program supports tabular file formats (.xls, .csv, .xlsx, .dta, .R, SAS 
Files), software code (.hpp, .py, .rst, .cpp) and geospatial data (.mxd, .kmz, .kml, .gpx, etc…). In a very 
schematic way, the ETD program runs as follows (Figure 15). 
 
 
Figure 15: Workflow for Dataverse ETD Pilot Program at Emory (Doty et al. 2015) 
 
The workflow includes also a phase of “cleaning up” research data, i.e. data curation just before the 
deposit and the connection to the dissertation via identifiers and direct linking between the Datavers 
pilot and the ETD system. 
 
Figure 16: Linking grey literature with research data as discrete resources (Vompras & Schirrwagen 2015) 
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This process can be done in smooth and simple way, as a growing number of repositories show, such 
as the Bielefeld PUB20 or the TU Delft institutional repository.21 Vompras & Schirrwagen (2015) 
describe the linking options as follows (here for working papers): 
Both workflows have in common that dissertation and data are separated, that this separation is 
operated before or during the deposit of the dissertation, that the deposit is preceded by data 
curation, and that dissertation and data are not stored and dissemination on the same repository. 
For universities in Slovenia, especially University of Ljubljana, there was a long way how the legal 
backgrounds have been prepared or revised to support a mandatory process of ETD (Ojsteršek et al, 
2014). The process is still not finished and although the problem of research data was identified, due 
to the other, more basic, legal and even competence and authority problems it was not really tackled 
yet. This may change as they will have to adapt and embrace the policy of open access that includes 
also research data. In the Slovenian National strategy 2015-2020 on Open access, research data has 
become one of the priorities: “The research data financed by public funds should be as far as possible 
open, accessible with minimal restrictions. Open information must be given to locate or access them 
evaluate and understand to be useful for others and, if possible, interoperable, coherent with certain 
quality standards. Open access to research data is relating to the right to online access and re-use of 
digital research data under the conditions specified in the grant agreements. Accessing, mining, 
exploitation, reproduction and dissemination are free of charge. Justified exceptions must be 
explained, for example, in the interests of national security, protection of personal data and 
intellectual property rights of private co-financiers. Customer Information Control Systems (CICS) 
must be compliance with legal and ethical requirements to ensure open access. If the access to 
research data for justified exceptions is limited, at least a freely accessible metadata must be 
available, from which it is clear where and under what conditions, research data are available.”22 
A particular challenge the existence of two distinct systems, one maintained by the University with 
its institutional repository and the other by the National Library. The actual laws on university 
libraries and the National Library do not mention digital dissertations, just that university libraries 
must obtain and process the compulsory copies of material that is created and published within the 
framework of the university, including graduate and masters theses and doctoral dissertations, and 
two copies of (print) doctoral dissertation are to be sent to the National Library. Electronic versions 
can be uploaded in Digital library of Slovenia, maintained by National and University Library of 
Slovenia, only with the written permission by authors. 
A workflow comparison of the French STAR and the UK EThOS infrastructures with ProQuest's global 
schema (Walker 2011) and the TARDis project at the University of Southampton (Simpson & Hey 
2006, Hey & Hey 2006) suggests that there may be no unique ideal solution but different options, 
depending on legal and technical conditions. For instance, research data can be handled and 
disseminated via centralized data management systems or decentralized collaborative systems 
(social networks) with reduced costs and customizable interfaces (Wang & Liu 2009). Data 
repositories can be institution-based (such as most ETD repositories) but also run by third-party 
service providers, such as Dryad, Zenodo or Figshare. One size does not fit all.  
As a matter of fact, such heterogeneous datasets cannot be compared to the kind of big data 
produced by CERN and other large facilities but are more similar to personal data, even if the main 
                                                          
20 https://pub.uni-bielefeld.de/  
21 http://repository.tudelft.nl/  
22 https://www.arrs.gov.si/sl/obvestila/15/odprti-pristop-20152020.asp (in Slovenian) 
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challenges are roughly the same, covering issues of up-dates, enrichment and reuse, submission 
policy, handling of copyrighted material, standards, technical infrastructure or long-term 
preservation. The point is that the ideal system architecture should combine features of personal 
data stores (small data) with characteristics of institutional information systems (big data). For 
instance, how to decide on the inclusion and deposit of supplementary files? In big data repositories 
with automatic input, these decisions are taken ad hoc and upstream. Because of the link to 
copyright protected documents, and because of the personal nature of these research results, the 
same strategy cannot be applied here, and decisions have to be taken on a different level, probably 
case by case. But on which criteria? 
 
 
Figure 17: Storage of ETD as related datasets 
 
Because of the specific nature of data and supplementary files (see above), it appears appropriate 
not to store text and data files in the same repository but to distinguish between document server 
and data repository and to deposit text and data files on different platforms, or at least to separate 
them on an early stage of the workflow and to handle them in different information system 
environments (see Figure 17). For instance, Sun et al. (2011) developed a database and associated 
computational infrastructure for datasets with different metadata submission forms for different 
topics. Supplementary material should not only be available as appendix or illustration to the related 
dissertations but also extractable and reusable without link to the thesis, as an independent dataset 
and interconnected to other data. In the Berlin survey cited above, scientists seem to prefer a local 
data repository (department, laboratory) to other solutions which means that they are realistic 
enough to require a combined institutional and disciplinary environment for their data (Simukovic et 
al. 2014, Prost & Schöpfel 2015). 
9.Helping PhD students to manage their data 
Considering these empirical results and the scientific interest, the University of Lille 3 decided to 
foster the data education of PhD students in social sciences and humanities, as a central part of its 
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global approach to research data and open access23. Following the work of Reznik-Zellen et al. (2012) 
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, the Lille project team develops three tiers of research 
data support services for PhD students on our campus, including education, consultation and 
infrastructure (Figure 18). 
 
 
Figure 18: Research data support services 
Education: The University of Lille 3 organized three conferences on research data between February 
and April 2015, especially designed for PhD students in social sciences and humanities24. A first 
transdisciplinary doctoral seminar on research data management will be launched in January 2016, 
with seven units on data management plans, data life cycle, data description, storage, sharing etc. 
Another seminar will put the focus on data exploitation. At the same time, the project team will edit 
guidelines for good data practice and make them available for the PhD students, together with 
frequently asked questions and updates on data management, open data etc. The University of Lille 3 
is not the first one to teach data management and exploitation, and it can build on experiences from 
other campuses, like the “University of Minnesota Data Management Course” with seven modules.25 
Another example is the “Data Management Bootcamp for Graduate Students” workshop series, a 
joint program of Virginia Tech and four other Virginia universities26. This Bootcamp provides data 
curation training with seven modules, including formats and transformation, data protection, and 
preservation, sharing and licensing. Also, the University of Virginia hosts a “Graduate Student Data 
Management Portal” that offers help to understand the research and data lifecycle (cf. Figure 20), 
practical guidance and links to useful tools.27 
Advice and assistance: Probably as a part of its future Learning Centre, the University of Lille 3 will 
develop personalized help and assistance for PhD students, able to provide answers and advice to 
their specific questions and problems. This might include, too, advice and guidance regarding 
methods for de-identification of protected, sensitive personal data (health information, surveys etc.), 
such as the Safe harbour methods and following the Privacy rule28. Also, the role of supervisors 
should be valorised. Yet, a recent study reveals that most of them know a small amount or nothing 
                                                          
23 See the Lille 3 White Paper on research data in PhD dissertations http://hal.univ-lille3.fr/hal-
01192930v1 (Chaudiron et al. 2015) 
24 http://drtdshs2015.sciencesconf.org/  
25 https://sites.google.com/a/umn.edu/data-management-workshop-series/home-1?pli=1  
26 https://www.research.vt.edu/announcements/data-management-bootcamp-offered-graduate-
students  
27 https://pages.shanti.virginia.edu/SciDaC_Grad_Training/  
28 http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/understanding/coveredentities/De-
identification/guidance.html#standard  
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about research data management or digital curation, and most of them have no or only limited skills 
or expertise in this area (Abbott 2015). Moreover, advice and assistance should build on external 
resources whenever possible, even if the same study points that the “use of specific external 
resources is low at under 10% and awareness for all specialised external resources was under 20%. 
This represents a missed opportunity in terms of outsourcing as much training as possible to 
dedicated experts” (loc.cit, p.15). 
Infrastructures: The Lille 3 approach is based on intermediation, not on research and development. 
Probably, some basic tools for temporary storage and metadata will be developed and implemented 
on the campus. For instance, this might be a “data vault” for temporary storage of data files and/or a 
data asset register, synchronized with the institutional repository or the research management 
system29.  Yet, the main idea is to partnership with existing data networks and repositories, including 
agreements if necessary and delegation of the deposit. Sometimes, especially for small “orphan” 
datasets, the solution may also simply be Zenodo or FigShare. 
These three tiers of research data support services will be launched progressively between 2015 and 
2018. Their development will follow five guiding principles (Figure 19). 
Figure 19: Five leading principles for the implementation of research data support services 
1. A discipline-specific approach: One size does not fit all. Research data support services must 
be flexible and adjusted to the scientific disciplines and domains of the PhD research. This 
means a very good knowledge of research methodologies, data types, formats etc. but also a 
good cooperation with the research teams, large projects and laboratories. 
2. An integration into the doctoral education: Data management and sharing must become part 
of the mandatory doctoral education syllabus, such as project management, scientific writing 
or data analysis. The Lille 3 data literacy program will contribute to the creation of a culture 
of data management. 
3. A proposal of data management plans: The University of Lille 3 will develop its own 
templates for data management plans, compliant with social sciences and humanities and 
the criteria of the European program H2020. The DMPonline tool developed by the JISC 
Digital Curation Centre to help write data management plans may be a helpful model.30 
                                                          
29 See Stuart Lewis‘ blog posts on the Ediburgh Research Data Blog http://datablog.is.ed.ac.uk/   
30 https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/  
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4. Incentives for the digital deposit of research data: Deposit of research data along with PhD 
dissertations should become near to mandatory. At least, there should be strong incentives 
to submit those data for temporary storage and long term preservation.  
5. A contribution to the preservation and dissemination of data: Finally, as mentioned above, 
the University of Lille 3 will contribute to the preservation and dissemination of these 
research data – not necessarily with campus-based infrastructures (they are not excluded, 
though) but rather through partnerships and networking with local or national providers. We 
are already doing so in the field of open access, with good success, as our institutional 
repository is hosted by the Lyon-based CCSD31 and part of the national open repository 
HAL32. 
The academic library, already present and engaged in ETD management and open access, will be a 
leading partner for these new research data support services, in cooperation with the graduate 
school and the research laboratories. Nevertheless, this leading position must become legitimate and 
accepted by the scientific community and the PhD students. So far, scientists and students obviously 
have not identified the academic library as a potentially useful structure for their data (Prost & 
Schöpfel 2015). In other words, the implementation of the new services must be accompanied by 
communication about the role and usefulness of each partner, and by the acquisition of new skills 
and knowledge by the information professionals for “data librarianship” (LIBER 2012).  
One part of the new library function could be the promotion of research data citation by applying 
persistent identifiers to research data, such as DOIs. For instance, the Purdue University Research 
Repository provides DOI for research data. French libraries already assign a persistent identifier 
(code) to each dissertation. Yet, the ability to connect dissertations with the underlying data needs a 
consistent way to assign an appropriate level of granularity to sub-sections, appendices and related 
content. Moreover, due to this new function the academic library may also take responsibility in the 
field of persistent identifiers for authors (such as ORCID), for instance through assistance and advice 
for PhD students and young scientists to create and manage their identifiers.  
10.Changing the way of doing PhDs 
The empirical evidence of this study suggests that assistance and advice for PhD students to help 
them manage their research data must go beyond general rules and recommendations. Not all 
doctoral projects produce research data. Not all data are submitted with the dissertation to back up 
the research in the dissertation or to further explain and clarify the matter. Not all data can be 
reused especially, but not only, for legal reasons. And finally, even if our sample is not 
representative, it seems obvious that many characteristics of data sources and types have strong 
relationships with disciplinary methods, topics and approaches. 
                                                          
31 https://www.ccsd.cnrs.fr/  
32 http://hal.univ-lille3.fr/  
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Figure 20: Research and data lifecycle (source: University of Virginia Data Management Portal) 
 
Research data management and data curation cannot wait until the final stage of the PhD project.  
The student researchers must be aware of the data lifecycle from the beginning on, they must 
anticipate the legal and technical challenges of their collected and produced data, and they must 
know how to describe, store and share their data. 
In an ongoing survey launched by NDLTD, 52 out of 104 US and Canadian universities that require 
electronic submission of dissertations allow deposit of supplemental material for doctoral work. In 
order to do this properly, in a way described above, text and data must be separated, with different 
metadata and identifiers. Also, the research data files or databases must be well structured and 
documented, with a detailed and organized tagging (markup) of the datasets. The data must be 
described in a standard language and format, with sufficient detail for retrieval and data mining. 
The PhD students, with assistance from supervisors, colleagues and professionals, must make a 
thorough choice of formats and supports appropriate for the temporary storage, sharing and future 
deposit of their data in a data repository. Whenever possible, open formats should be preferred, to 
facilitate long-term preservation and re-use. Often, data repositories suggest data deposit in the 
original file format. 
We already mentioned the need of clearing of privacy and copyright issues. Just like ethical aspects, 
these issues cannot wait and must be anticipated from the very beginning on, to be compliant with 
legal rules and to be able, at the end of the PhD work, to store and share the research results 
whenever possible. 
Data management and curation change the way of doing PhDs, in two ways. The overall planning 
must include the different stages of the research data lifecycle, from the collection and creation to 
the preservation and enabling of re-use. On the other side, as the dissertation becomes a gateway to 
data, the structure and the format of the dissertation must allow the link to related, underlying data. 
The way to do this will be different between disciplines, domains and research communities. But it 
seems probable that the text writing and editing of a PhD dissertation will be facilitated because the 
data and other material moves out of the text. Some dissertations, at least some parts of them, 
might even become similar to data papers.  
11.Perspectives 
Open, digital science is work in progress. Along with documents and publications, research data 
become an essential part of scientific information. Electronic theses and dissertations have the 
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potential to contribute to the emerging landscape of e-Science, as “data vehicles” as well as 
“gateways to data”. Higher Education and research organizations invested into infrastructures, 
repositories and library systems in order to facilitate the transition from print to digital dissertations. 
Today, new investment is needed for the curation of research data produced and deposited with 
ETD. The development of ETD infrastructures, open repositories and e-Science makes it possible to 
find an appropriate solution for the management and reuse of small data produced along with 
dissertations.  
Dissertations often are “data vehicles” where research results are published together with the text of 
the dissertation. This makes sense in the print world but appears inappropriate in the digital 
environment of the 4th paradigm. Curation, retrieval and reuse would be largely facilitated if this 
material would be separated from the PhD text files and handled in a different way. This means, 
dissertations should be valorised as “gateways to data” which implies incentives for the deposit of 
related datasets and other supplementary files, minting DOIs (or other persistent identifiers) for 
research data and innovative procedures and workflows in graduate schools and academic libraries. 
Furthermore, service functionalities from institutional repositories and data stores should be 
adapted to these specific items, with a flexible, user-centred approach. To increase accessibility and 
reuse and to avoid isolated data silos with multiple metadata entries, all developments should be as 
standardized as possible and with maximal interconnectivity, based on the OAI protocol. This means 
also that small data repositories should be, whenever possible, integrated in CRIS environments. 
The JISC identified five key areas for actions in favour of research data management UK universities, 
i.e. policy development and implementation, skills and capabilities, infrastructure and 
interoperability, incentives for researchers and support stakeholders, and business case and 
sustainability (Brown et al. 2015). This framework describes the challenges research data projects in 
the field of dissertations have to face. Even if the basic idea of open access is simple, it is easy to 
underestimate the cultural barriers and the time required to work through them. The first step is 
always the hardest. Costello (2009) points out the fact that lack of support is one of the reasons why 
scientists don’t deposit their data in open repositories. Scientists remain committed to the values, 
norms and services of their institution and discipline which means that developing an infrastructure 
for electronic theses and dissertations and supplementary files will be successful if and only if 
supported by an explicit policy in favour of open access and open data. This policy can be 
implemented locally and serve as a good example or show case, or nationally as the part of the 
accreditation systems. Either way, the awareness of the importance of open research data in 
dissertations should be a good basis for universities to change their policy to PhD dissertations 
accordingly.    
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